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There and now for a little break
LOOK, THIS IS:
POR ESO! FOUNDATION NEWSLETTER APRIL 2016

CCOCHACOCCHAYOC

MINISTRY

OF EDUCATION
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MARCH 2016
HANDING OVER TO THE TEACHERS OF THE 11
SCHOOLS

The collaboration with the Ministry of Education which we wrote about previously

BREAKING
SOON WE

(or actually, which we raved about!) is going well. The time has now come to
really hand over the vegetable garden project to the schools and the teachers.
They're being trained with the help of 4 pedagogical assistants from the ministry, to
ensure that they will not only integrate our classes into the class schedule, but that
they will also feel responsible for the vegetable gardens and healthy eating habits

WON’T BE
TEACHING

at school. A total of 40 teachers at 11 schools are involved.
We are investing a lot of time and energy, because we want to make the most out of

AT ALL

this opportunity. In the meantime the specialists in the ministry are developing
teaching material based on our Por Eso! materials. It almost sounds too good to be
true. If all goes well, the ministry will implement the agriculture classes in other

ANYMORE!

schools in the area. Soon we won’t be teaching at all anymore!

www.poreso.org
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BACK TO SCHOOL
In Peru, the majority of farmers use heavy pesticides.
These can be bought on every streetcorner. There is
no such thing as prohibited products here. 'Organic
farming' is only just starting to become a thing. Most
people think it is expensive and that it takes a lot of
time. We're investing a lot in providing workshops to
the assistants of the Ministry (see photos) and the
school teachers this year, to enable to teach them the
basis of organic farming and the Por Eso! way of
working. And the good thing is, they're already
convinced about our method! That's the first step.

Por Eso! grows organically, following the biointensive
method. The basic premise of biointensive farming is to
grow the largest amount of produce possible on the
smallest stretch of land possible, the whole year round.
The aim is also to improve the quality of the soil and
make it more fertile.
More information here: : http://www.growbiointensive.org/
In order to really make this method our own, the Por
Eso! team has participated in special workshops over the
last few years
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MAART
LEARNING IN THE OFFICE AND IN OUR
DEMONSTRATION GARDEN
www.poreso.org
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SALUD
HEALTH CAMPAIGN
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APRIL 2016
NEW COMMUNITIES

Measure and weigh
Hemoglobin levels
Anti-parasite
Hygiene training

We’ve started a health campaign to map information about the health of the
children of Ccochacocchayoc and Pachamachay, our two new
communities. We measure their height, weight, hemoglobin levels (iron)
and whether they have parasites. These measurements will also help us to
establish our long-term results.
We’re doing this in collaboration with the municipality. Our very own Por
Eso! biologist Victor Medina is in charge of carrying out the tests.
The results: overall, the iron deficiency wasn’t that bad, but almost all of
the children have parasites of different shapes and sizes.
We’ll carry out the tests again in 3 months, in order to really see how much
our vegetable garden project and focus on hygiene in and around the house
are contributing to an improved development.
www.poreso.org
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MEASURING HEMOGLOBIN LEVELS

FIRST THE INJECTION…

WEIGHT

18 KILOS FROM HEAD TO TOE

PARASITE CHECK

UNFORTUNATELY: DETECTED ALL SORTS
OF VISITORS

FOR THE TODDLERS OF CCONCHACALLA
There are always exceptions to a rule. The vegetable
garden project is really for the primary school pupils but
if the parents of the kindergarten are showing all this
enthusiasm and there is a possibility, then…why not?
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FEBRUARY 2016
GREENHOUSE COMPLETED

In short: In Cconchacalla we’ve built a greenhouse next
to the kindergarten. We’re providing the parents with the
respective agriculture classes, who are taking turns to
look after the greenhouse and the vegetable garden and
ensure that there are enough vegetables for all the
children.
www.poreso.org
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BEFORE

AFTER

And that makes a total of 11
new communities / exit-criteria / results
We’re now working in a total of eleven communities with the school vegetable gardens, the home improvements and the family greenhouses.
In 2016 we started in two new communities: Ccochacocchayoc and Pachamachay. Both are located in an area completely new to us. This new start has filled us with a
lot of energy. Apart from using our experience accrued over all these years, we are also working closely with the municipality, who are making a considerable
contribution. The projects are going very well, so much so, that the first greenhouses are already up!
Three of the nine communities we have been working with are now demanding less of our attention. In these communities we’re mostly focusing on monitoring the
families at home.
exit criteria:
It’s not always easy to determine when to ‘let go of’ a community. Sometimes funding bodies or organizations demand very specific exit-criteria, but in reality, it’s not
that simple. We generally use two main criteria: the duration of the project (5 years being the maximum) and/or the percentage of successful participating inhabitants in
a community (a minimum of 50%). But even so… In Sasicancha we were just preparing our exit, when a whole new group of inhabitants approached us. They showed
us in record speed how badly they wanted in: the family vegetable gardens, the home improvements and the workshops. What do you do in this situation? Well, they
convinced us. They know that the exception makes the rule, and we’re extra strict with them, but we’ve started again.
Our projects have specific goals, but our approach varies depending on the community, family and even the person. We are trying to achieve a change in habits and this
needs a gradual but focused approach – which can be different for everyone. We’re constantly weighing up whether the input and the output are in balance. That
actually constitutes our most important criteria. As long as input and output are in balance, we continue. And we try to make life more endurable for as many
families as possible, no matter which community they’re in or how long we’ve been working there.

www.poreso.org
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LET US INTRODUCE TO YOU

CCOCHACOCCHAYOC & PACHAMACHAY

Our two new communities are located 6 hours away from our offices in Calca, at a breathtaking altitude of over 4000 meters. The dirt road to get to the
communities is unpaved difficult, even almost impossible to use in the rainy season. There are a total of 180 families living in extreme poverty. They survive, eat
potato day after day and have very little access to a good education or clean drinking water. Healthcare provision is also insufficient. Working with the villagers,
we’re trying to make life a bit more endurable for them. We built the first four greenhouses together. We use videos to show them what we do and what it could
look like. We’ve signed contracts with the communities and the municipality to collaborate for the next three years. Everyone does their part.
Ccochacocchayoc and Pachamachay approaching Por Eso! was their own initiative. They saw the results of the Por Eso! projects ‘nearby’ in Sayllafalla where
we’ve been working for a few years.

www.poreso.org
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BEFORE

AFTER

WANTED:
TEACHERS M/F
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APRIL
POR ESO!

Since honesty is the best policy, we have to admit that not all the
vegetable garden projects are in the state we’d like to see them
at the moment. Apart from finding ourselves in a transitional
phase due to the collaboration with the ministry, and the schools
aren’t taking over all of the tasks that quickly, we are also
dealing with a staff shortage. We’re making good progress but
finding good teaching staff remains difficult. Tips, anyone?

Cristina (in the jumper with purple stripes) goes round the
We’re also ‘reaping what we’ve sown’ and we’re very proud of that. Cristina has
been the local assistant for the vegetable garden project in Cconchacalla for
several years. During that time she has learnt so much, that starting April 1st,
she’s also going round the houses to monitor the family projects. Not only in
Cconchacalla, but also in the neighboring community of Inquilpata.

www.poreso.org
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MI RIEGO

04/1 -15/4
The Ministry of Agriculture has made
strides with the research into how the water
from the lakes and streams can be channeled
towards the communities for agriculture
purposes. The project is called ‘Mi Riego’
and has come to the communities thanks to
contacts at Creemos, our devoted group of
supporters in Lima. The first study has now
been completed. The possibilities are there
and they’re now looking at how the piping
would run. Unfortunately, one of the
communities won’t be included because of
adverse conditions of the location.

POCO DE TODO

2

FEBRUARY 2016

ALWAYS
UP TO DATE!

HEADQUARTERS POR ESO!
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DECEMBER 2015
CHRISTMAS WITH
ASSISTANTS

And we’ve moved again…. A
different place every year. Even
though we’ve become expert
movers, we’re actively looking
for a more permanent place.
our new address is:
Calle Ucayali 106 Calca

every week news
www.facebook.com/poresoperu
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THE COOKING LESSONS HAVE STARTED
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MARCH
ALL PROJECTS

365
SHOWING AND SELLING VEGGIES

AT THE MARKET

Families from the communities are selling their harvest at
the local markets and are participating in agricultural
festivals. In the meantime we are also trying to start the
vegetable box project in the Valley, but so much is being
sold amongst farmers that there isn’t actually enough
harvest left for this. Well, we think it’s great that the
family is harvesting more produce than they need, and
taking the initiative to get out there to sell those
vegetables too.
Thank you for all your support, and do continue to follow us.

Your money definitely goes a long way here

Jolanda & Simone Por Eso! Foundation

www.poreso.org
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